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Disclaimer:
Practical Guide was created by members of ESN-EYE following Dominika Jastrzebowska's idea.
We would like to thank all the people who shared their knowledge with us and therefore called
this Practical Guide into being. The newest version was updated with information from
International Students Guide created by Lodz University of Technology.
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Introduction
Welcome to Lodz!
Lodz literally means 'a boat' and that's why we sometimes call it The Boat City.
We are giving you, as an exchange student, this information package about the studies at the
Lodz University of Technology (TUL) and life in Lodz. Please read it carefully and keep it
for future reference.
This Practical Guide is based on previous questions of Erasmus newcomers, so it contains all
the neccessary info. Although, if you have any questions or doubts, ask your Mentor, ESN-EYE
member, SAO or IO for help.

The coat of arms of Lodz

The coat of arms of Poland
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Polish flag

ESN-EYE

ESN-EYE is a non-profit student organization that organizes many events and projects oriented
on exchange Erasmus students and local students.
We work at the Lodz University of Technology and are a part of wide, European network
of Erasmus Student Network - ESN (40 countries, 900+ universities).
We are a group of exceptional, helpful people who strive after perfection in organizing projects
and events mainly connected with promotion of students mobility programs and consequently
European Union integration.
Our activities rely on teamwork, where all the members have an equal possibility of gaining
new experience and are limited only by their own creativity.
Our main projects are:
- Social Inclusion - allowing international students to understand society’s problems and to
work on the solutions, increasing the participation of students with disabilities in mobility
programmes,
- Coolture Events - organising movie nights, sharing knowledge about different cultures and
cultural events in Lodz,
- Erasmus Games - various sport activities, promoting a healthy lifestyle among students
- Tandem - language exchange, allowing people from different countries to learn languages.
ESN-EYE is the perfect place for developing managerial and organizational abilities while
working on a project designed for international people.
You can find us here (click!):

fb.com/ESNEYElodz

instagram.com/esneye/
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eye.esn.pl/en

How to arrive in Lodz
from CHOPIN AIRPORT
There are 3 options for getting out of the airport.
OPTION A
Take the Modlin Bus/OK Bus (Comfortable
buses with free access to wireless Internet)
directly to Lodz. (Only 10 transfers every day.)

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS TO LODZ
Duration: 2,5 hrs aprox.
Cost: 20-50 PLN (5-12€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en

OPTION B
Take the Modlin Bus/OK Bus to Palac Kultury
i Nauki (Palace of Culture and Science) and
then take the Modlin Bus/OK Bus to Lodz
OR walk to Warszawa Centralna (Warsaw
Train Station) and take the train to Lodz.
1

OPTION C
Take the train (SKM) OR bus line 175 to Palac
Kultury i Nauki (Palace of Culture and Science)
and then take the Modlin Bus to Lodz OR walk
to Warszawa Centralna (Warsaw Train Station)
and take the train to Lodz.
1

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS TO PALAC KULTRY
I NAUKI (PALACE OF CULTURE AND SCIENCE)
Duration: 40 min aprox.
Cost: 15-25 PLN (4-6€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en

SKM LINE S2 TO WARSZAWA SRODMIESCIE
OR S3 TO WARSZAWA CENTRUM
Duration: 25 min
Cost: 4-5 PLN (1€)
http://www.ztm.waw.pl/index.php?l=2

2

2

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS TO LODZ
Duration: 2 hrs aprox.
Cost: 20-50 PLN (5-12€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en

MODLIN BUS TO LODZ
Duration: 2 hrs aprox.
Cost: 20-50 PLN (5-12€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en

OR

OR

TRAIN TO LODZ KALISKA/LODZ FABRYCZNA
Duration: 2 hrs aprox.
Cost: 25 PLN (4-5€)
http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en

TRAIN TO LODZ KALISKA/LODZ FABRYCZNA
Duration: 2 hrs aprox.
Cost: 25 PLN (4-5€)
http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en
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CHOPIN AIRPORT map

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS STOP map
Modlin Bus/OK Bus stop
Palace of Culture and Science

Zlote Tarasy Shopping Mall
Warsaw Central Station

Srodmiescie Train Station
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How to arrive in Lodz
from MODLIN AIRPORT
There are 2 options for getting out of the airport.
OPTION A
Take the Modlin Bus/OK Bus directly to Lodz.
(Only 7 transfers every day.)

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS TO LODZ
Duration: 3 hrs aprox.
Cost: 20-50 PLN (5-12€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en

OPTION B
Take the Modlin Bus/OK Bus to Palac Kultury i Nauki (Palace of Culture and Science) and
then take the Modlin Bus/OK Bus to Lodz OR walk to Warszawa Centralna (Warsaw Train
Station) and take the train to Lodz.
1

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS TO PALAC KULTRY I NAUKI (PALACE OF CULTURE AND SCIENCE)
Duration: 40 min aprox.
Cost: 15-25 PLN (4-6€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en
2

OR

MODLIN BUS/OK BUS TO LODZ
Duration: 2 hrs aprox.
Cost: 20-50 PLN (5-12€)
https://www.modlinbus.pl/en

TRAIN TO LODZ KALISKA/LODZ FABRYCZNA
Duration: 2 hrs aprox.
Cost: 25 PLN (4-5€)
http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en
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How to arrive in Lodz
from LODZ KALISKA TO THE DORMS
You are almost there! Once you arrive at Lodz Kaliska train and bus station, please exit and walk towards the tram stop in
"Bandurskiego - Dworzec Lodz Kaliska". You will take a tram or a bus depending on the dorm you are staying in. But first, don't
forget to buy a "bilet normalny" (normal ticket) from a "kiosk" nearby or from a ticket machine in the first car of the tram. If you
are staying in an external flat (or are just really tired) you can always grab a taxi outside of the station!
Useful website: www.lodz.jakdojade.pl/en

DORM 3
Address: Politechniki 7, 90-001 Lodz

DORM 7
Address: Politechniki 9, 93-590 Lodz

DORM 8
Address: Radwanska 40/42, 93-574 Lodz

TRAM LINE 10, 14 OR 18
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/RADWANSKA
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/TARGI LODZKIE
Duration: 20 min aprox.
Ticket: 2,80 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

TRAM LINE 10, 14 OR 18
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/RADWANSKA
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/WROBLEWSKIEGO
Duration: 20 min aprox.
Ticket: 2,80 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

TRAM LINE 10, 14 OR 18
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/RADWANSKA
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/RADWANSKA
Duration: 15 min aprox.
Ticket: 2,80 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl

DORM 9
Address: Piotrkowska 277, 90-457 Lodz

TRAM LINE 14
UNTIL PIOTRKOWSKA/CZERWONA
Duration: 25 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl
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How to arrive in Lodz
THE DORMS - map

Lodz Kaliska station
IFE

DORM 8
Sukcesja Shopping Mall
DORM 3
DORM 7
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DORM 9

How to arrive in Lodz
from LODZ FABRYCZNA TO THE DORMS
Lodz says "Witaj!". There are several ways to get to the dorm from Lodz Fabryczna or you can always take a taxi! It should cost
around 20-30 PLN to get to the dorm (during the day, prices are higher during night time).
Useful website: www.lodz.jakdojade.pl/en
DORM 3
Address: Politechniki 7, 90-001 Lodz,

DORM 7
Address: Politechniki 9, 93-590 Lodz

DORM 8
Address: Radwanska 40/42, 93-574 Lodz

BUS ROUTE 57
UNTIL WOLCZANSKA/SKORUPKI
Duration: 30 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

BUS ROUTE 86A or 86B
UNTIL WIECKOWSKIEGO/GDANSKA
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/WROBLEWSKIEGO
Duration: 25 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

BUS ROUTE 86A or 86B
UNTIL WIECKOWSKIEGO/GDANSKA
THEN TRAM LINE 15 or 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/RADWANSKA
Duration: 35 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

DORM 9

OR

OR

BUS ROUTE 57
UNTIL WOLCZANSKA/CZERWONA
Duration: 25 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/
OR

TRAM LINE 18
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/ZEROMSKIEGO
THEN TRAM LINE 15
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/WROBLEWSKIEGO
Duration: 25 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

TRAM LINE 18
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/ZEROMSKIEGO
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/RADWANSKA
Duration: 25 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

TRAM LINE 18
UNTIL PIOTRKOWSKA CENTRUM
THEN TRAM LINE 2, 3, 6, 11 OR 14
UNTIL PIOTRKOWSKA/CZERWONA
Duration: 30 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/
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How to arrive in Lodz
from LODZ AIRPORT TO THE DORMS
Welcome to Lodz! Outside of the airport you can grab the Bus Route 65 to get to any dorm. Or if yu are staying in an external flat
(or are just really tired) you can always grab a taxi!
Useful website: www.lodz.jakdojade.pl/en

DORM 3
Address: Politechniki 7, 90-001 Lodz

DORM 7
Address: Politechniki 9, 93-590 Lodz

DORM 8
Address: Radwanska 40/42, 93-574 Lodz

BUS ROUTE 65A
UNTIL JANA PAWLA II/WROBLEWSKIEGO
Duration: 40 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl

BUS ROUTE 65B
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/ZEROMSKIEGO
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/WROBLEWSKIEGO
Duration: 40 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

BUS ROUTE 65A
UNTIL JANA PAWLA II/LASKA
THEN BUS ROUTE 77
UNTIL RADWANSKA/POLITECHNIKI
Duration: 40 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl

OR

BUS ROUTE 65B
UNTIL ZEROMSKIEGO/KOPERNIKA
THEN TRAM LINE 15
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/TARGI LODZKIE
Duration: 50 min aprox.
Ticket: 3.60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

OR
DORM 9
Address: Piotrkowska 277, 90-457 Lodz,
entrance: Wolczanska 232

BUS ROUTE 65B
UNTIL BANDURSKIEGO/LODZ KALISKA
THEN TRAM LINE 14
UNTIL PIOTRKOWSKA/CZERWONA
Duration: 40 min aprox.
Ticket: 3,60 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl
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BUS ROUTE 65B
UNTIL MICKIEWICZA/ZEROMSKIEGO
THEN TRAM LINE 15 OR 17
UNTIL POLITECHNIKI/RADWANSKA
Duration: 30 min aprox.
Ticket: 2,80 PLN
http://mpk.lodz.pl/

After your arrival
In the first days of the semester, you should come to Student Assistance Office, situated in the
International Faculty of Engineering building (Building A16, Zwirki 36 street - you may check the
map www.p.lodz.pl/en/map to find it). There you will have your Certificate of Arrival signed
and become TUL’s student officially.
It is also necessary for you to pay for student card at the post office. You will get a red form
(photo below) filled in with your personal data.

Then, you have to go to the post office (a map below) and pay 22 PLN for student card. One part of
the red form should be left at the post office and second is a confirmation of your payment which
you need to bring to SAO. Then they will give you your student card.
Wait for the info from SAO - they will let you know when the student cards are available to collect.
In case of any doubt, visit SAO or email them at sao@info.p.lodz.pl
Read more about sudent cards and students' discounts in chapters entitled 'Practical Info'.

POST OFFICE

IFE
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Polish currency
The zloty (PLN), which literally means 'golden', is the currency of Poland. The modern zloty is
subdivided into 100 'groszy' or cents. The place to exchange currency in Poland is called 'Kantor'.

You can withdraw the money in all the ATMs around the city, but the most common one is
Euronet:

Be careful, don't change the money at the airports! It's much more expensive and you can lose
a lot of money. It is better to google "kantor" and change the money after your arrival in Lodz.
There are some currency exchange offices located in the centre (Piotrkowska), but the closest to
TUL is in Sukcesja Shopping Mall.

Revolut is an app-based banking alternative. Revolut brings freedom to your money with our
multi-currency card and mobile app. With Revolut you can now send, spend and exchange money
instantly with intuitive ease.
Account enables you to instantly send free money transfers in 24 currencies to banks around the
globe; spend fee-free in 150 currencies with a contactless Revolut card; and exchange currencies
at interbank rates in the app. The card automatically converts into the local currency at the real
exchange rate so you don't have to worry about it.
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Info about the dorms
DORM NR 3:
address: 3 Dom Studenta Politechniki Lodzkiej, al. Politechniki 7, 93-590 Lodz
5 min to the shopping mall Sukcesja, 7 min to the grocery shop Dino, 1 min to Cotton
and 1 min to Futurysta club
cool location opposite to Park Klepacza and 10 min from Park Poniatowskiego
public transport: trams 15, 17, bus 55A, 55B, 74A, 74B, 77, night buses N4A, N4B, N7A, N7B
double rooms
fridge in every room
Two bathrooms per floor (6 showers and 6 toilets)
one kitchen on each floor
laundry: One laundrette per floor (free). There's a laundry schedule on each floor (you can
sign up once a week).
facilities: TV room, party room, gym, table football, barbecue area behind the building; study
room on each floor
internet: Separate router for each room; pasword to WiFi avaliable at administration
quiet hours: between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m., please keep the silence at the whole area of the
dorm, also in front of the building.
cleanliness: common areas cleaned by the cleaning ladies (still you should keep them tidy).
guests: every guest should be registered at the reception and has to leave the dorm before
11p.m. If you would like to invite somebody overnight, the cost is 15 PLN/night for a
student and 30 PLN/night for a nonstudent.
payment: for September the payment is 15 PLN/night. Then 440 PLN each month.
check-out: check-out and room checking before leaving the dorm is possible only from
Monday to Friday between 8a.m. and 3p.m.
contact: ask the administration lady if you have any questions.
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DORM NR 7:
address: 7 Dom Studenta Politechniki Lodzkiej, Al. Politechniki 9, 93-590 Lodz
double rooms
10 min from Auchan, 3 min from Sukcesja shopping mall
public transport: trams 15, 17, buses 55A, 55B, 74A, 74B, night buses N4A, N4B, N7A, N7B
fridge in the room
one bathroom per 4 rooms (8 people) or per 3 rooms (6 people)
one kitchen on each floor (the landladies ask for keeping the kitchens tidy)
one laundrette on each floor (for free, you need to have your own washing powder.
To use the laundrette ask the floor's keeper for the key)
internet: all the info in room 509, ask Hubert Wlazly, some rooms have WiFi, some have
cable internet
noticeboard (also in English) on the right side from entrance, updated daily
quiet hours: between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m.
cleaning: your duty is to keep the hall and the common bathroom clean. You need to ask
your neighbours to make a cleaning list (one person each week). At the beginning
of the semester the dorm provides cleaning tools, then you have to buy them on your own.
Every Wednesday, the landlady checks the cleanliness in common areas. If the hall and the
bathroom are dirty, she may cut off the Internet of the person that was supposed to clean.
guests: every guest should be registered at the reception, leaving a document and has to
leave the dorm before 11p.m. If you would like to invite somebody overnight, it costs
15 PLN/night and it MUST BE reported a few days before at the administration's office.
payment: for September the payment is 15 PLN/night and you have to pay in cash
at the administration's office. Next months cost 440 PLN/month and they may be paid
either through post transfer or intenet transfer until 10th day of each month.
deposit: MUST BE paid just ONE SPECIFIC DAY for everybody. The administration will send
you e-mails about this, so check your mailboxes.
contact: the lady at the administration office speaks English, all Erasmus' people mentor in
the dorm is Patryk Kwasek - contact him if you have any doubts
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DORM NR 8:
address: 8 Dom Studenta Politechniki Lodzkiej, ul. Radwanska 40/42, 90-993 Lodz
10 min from Auchan, 3 min from Sukcesja shopping mall, 1 min from Dino
cool location next to Park Poniatowskiego
double rooms
public transport: trams 15, 17, bus 55A, 55B, 74A, 74B, 77, night buses N4A, N4B, N7A, N7B
fridge in the room
one bathroom per 4 rooms (8 persons)
one kitchen on each floor
laundrette: one per each floor, sign up at the floor's keeper
internet: on beginning of academic year you will find the name of responsible person on notice
board
noticeboard: 0 floor, next to the elevators
facilities: gym, billiards, fitness room, ping-pong room - info about the keys at the noticeboard
cleaning: your duty is to keep the hall and the common bathroom clean. You need to ask your
neighbours to make a cleaning list (one person each week). Don't forget to keep the kitchen tidy
after you finish eating.
faults (in case of any devices broken): write in a suitable notebook - electrician, locksmith,
plumber, carpenter
quiet hours: between 11p.m. and 6a.m.
guests: every guest should be registered at the reception, leaving a document and has to leave
the dorm before 11p.m. If you would like to invite somebody overnight, report it at the
administartion's office the same day (or the day earlier) during their working hours 8a.m.-3p.m.
The cost is 15 PLN/night. It is forbidden to invite the guests during the night.
payment: for September the payment is 15 PLN/night and you have to pay in cash
at the administration's office. Next months cost 440 PLN/month and they may be paid either
through post transfer or intenet transfer until 15th day of each month - you can collect the red
forms for post transfer at the reception
deposit: MUST BE paid during Erasmus meeting at the dorm
check-out: check-out and room checking before leaving the dorm is possible only from Monday
to Friday from 8a.m. until 3p.m. The room has to be clean and all the personal belongings
must be taken.
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DORM NR 9:
address: 9 Dom Studenta Politechniki Lodzkiej, ul. Piotrkowska 277, 90-457 Lodz
public transport: bus 74A, 74B, night buses N5A, N5B, N6 , 7 min to tram stop Piotrkowska/Czerwona
with the trams 2, 3, 6, 11A, 11B, 14
double and single rooms
one fridge for 2-3 persons
one bathroom for 2-3 persons
one kitchen on each floor (people from 0 floor use the kitchen on 1st floor)
laundrette: in the basement, sign up and take the key from the reception, 3 washing machines
for free, 2 industial washing machines and 2 industial drying machines for cash, to be paid in coins
internet: some rooms have WiFi, some have cable internet, ask in administration about responsible
person for your floor, all of you also have WiFi in TV room
quiet hours: between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m., please keep the silence at the whole area of the dorm, also in
front of the building
key: first loss paid 70 PLN, anothers 100 PLN
cleanliness: cleaning shared bathrooms and the hall is a duty of people sharing these spaces, so please
keep them tidy. Cleanliness in shared areas is checked at random.
having a barbecue: there is a special area in front of the dorm, that may be used for having a barbecue. A
person having a barbecue is responsible for the fire and area where he/she is doing it and his/her duty is
to clean after it is finished.
guests: every guest should be registered at the reception, leaving a document and has to leave the dorm
before 11p.m. If you would like to invite somebody overnight, report it before 11p.m. the same day (or the
day earlier) at the reception. The cost is 15 PLN/night. It is forbidden to invite the guests during the night.
TV room: in case of inviting a guest to TV room, he/she has to be registered at the reception and a person
that invites him/her is responsible for the guest.
payment: for September the payment is 14 PLN/night. The price list is located at the noticeboard, next to
the reception.
deposit: the deposit is 500 PLN/semester and it is returned during the check-out. The amount returned
may be reduced by the costs of damages that were caused by a student or a mess that he/she had left!
check-out: check-out and room checking before leaving the dorm is possible only from Monday to Friday
between 8a.m. and 3p.m.
contact: the administration lady speaks English, ask her if you have any questions.
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Arrival to the dorms
Before your arrival in Lodz, you should contact your Mentor and let him/her know the exact date,
hour and place of your arrival (bus or train station, the airport etc.). Then, the Mentor contacts
the dorm to confirm your arrival - so if your flight is cancelled or delayed - let him/her know!
Normally, students are allowed to move to the dormitories 5 days before the beginning of
the classes – so if the classes officially start on 1st of October, you can move in on
26 th of September.
If you are coming earlier, please get in touch with your mentor, who can contact the dorm and ask
if it is possible for you to move in earlier. If not, Mentor can help you to find accommodation
in a hostel for the time before you move in to the dorm.
The price of a shared room is approximately 440 PLN a month per person. The rent must be paid
every month (till the 15th day of the month) to the dormitory bank account by bank transfer or
in cash at the management of the dormitories. Dormitories charge a deposit of 600 PLN at
check-in to be returned at the check-out.
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Deposit
The deposit money is taken by dorms' administration at the beginning of your stay at the dorm
and is given back at the end. However, if you cause any damages in the dorm, the administartion
can reduce the deposit given back by the costs of damages that were caused by this student.

Changing the room/dorm
Unfortunately we do not change the assignments. We have a high number of students and we
cannot change the dormitories on every request, so please take it into consideration. Also the unit
responsible for rooms assignment is the dormitory’s administration, so we do not know who you
will be sharing your room with.
However, we always suggest the administration to mix people from different countries, so you can
integrate better and practice English, so we just want you to be aware of that.
When it comes to change of your room, because you REALLY HATE your roommate – ask
your Mentor for help. Usually it is possible only if you find somebody else in the dorm, that can
switch rooms with you.

If you haven't apply for the dorm
There are two private dormitories which we can reccomend
1) Student Depot Salsa - very close to city centre and the Lodz University of Technology.
2) Base Camp Lodz - new private dormitory, close to Lodz Fabryczna Station.
You can also get some discount - check it in section ESNcard discounts.
If not, you can ask your mentor for help or look for some places at:
• FB group
• Gratka
• OLX.
• Gumtree
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Public transport
Public transport in Lodz is divided into trams and buses. The public transport is operated by MPK
Lodz and it is definitely the cheapest way of moving around the city.
It is strongly recommended that you buy your tickets beforehand in numerous 'kiosks' around
the city and on the train or bus station.
Now you can purchase your ticket also in a bus/tram but mostly using credit/debit card (there are
only few machines allowing cash payments). There are also some vending machines at the most
popular stops, where you can pay both: card or cash.
To make it easier to move around the city and check the schedules, check out websites:
jakdojade.pl
mpk.lodz.pl.

Tickets
One ticket allows you to change the vehicle an unlimited number of times within the ticket time
(waiting time at the bus stop also counts, so be careful if you have a "short" ticket and a long
connection!).
Current ticket prices for the inner city
- up to 20 min. regular ticket 2.80 PLN/reduced ticket 1.40 PLN
- up to 40 min. regular ticket 3.60 PLN/reduced ticket 1.80 PLN
- up to 60 min. regular ticket 4.40 PLN/reduced ticket 2.20 PLN
You can use reduced ticket ONLY if you have a valid student card (student ID) with you!
There is also a possibility of getting a month ticket - ask your Mentor for help if you need one.
Monthly reduced ticket costs 45 PLN but if you purchase it for 3 months, it is just 112.50 PLN.
Find the timetables of trams and buses in the following link: www.mpk.lodz.pl/
The descriptions on the bus and tram stops are in Polish only, but they should be easy
to follow. Please remember to validate your ticket in an automated ticket stamping machine
immediately after you enter a bus or a tram, it should be the first thing you do!
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Fines
Sometimes a ticket inspector may ask to see your validated ticket. You can get a fine for:
1. not having a validated ticket
2. exceeding the time
3. not having a student card with you, while using a reduced ticket.
The fine is always 270 PLN + the fare (of the value of a suitable single ticket), unless you pay
within 7 days - then it's 108 PLN + the fare (the fare of the value of a suitable single ticket).
As you can see, comparing to the fines, tickets are not so expensive. Isn't it better to ay 1,40 PLN
instead of 270? ;-)
But if anyway you get a fine, follow the steps at the link (click!) or ask your Mentor for help.
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Academic year calendar
Summer semester starts on 1st of October.
On 27th September 12:30 at Zeromskiego 116 Street, Building A27, Soltan's
Auditory (1st floor), there is an organizational meeting during which all the important
information concerning the studies will be passed on to you. Attendance is obligatory!
During this meeting you will be also provided with the detailed information on how to
establish your timetable, as you will have to prepare it on your own.
We need to inform you that as exchange students you are obliged to attend the
classes/lectures during all the time of the semester(s) you were admitted to. Please note,
that the classes start on 1st of October. The exams usually take place at the end of each
semester and leaving before the exams will result in not completing the courses.
Important: this calendar will NOT be changed during academic year. What is more, second
examination period is not mandatory – it’s just for students who failed in the first one or
decided not to take the exams in the first one. It is not obligatory unless you pass
everything sooner.
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Academic year calendar
WINTER SEMESTER: 01/10/2019 – 26/02/2020
Classes: 01/10/2019 – 31/01/2020
Christmas Break: 21/12/2019 – 06/01/2020
I EXAMINATION PERIOD: 01/02/2020 – 14/02/2020
Winter Break: 15/02/2020 – 20/02/2020
II EXAMINATION PERIOD: 21/02/2020 – 26/02/2020
Intersemestral Break: 27/02/2020 – 01/03/2020
Comments:
31/10/2019 - classes start from 14:00
13/11/2019 - classes realized according to Monday's schedule
07/01/2020 - classes start from 14:00, realized according to Friday's schedule
09/01/2020 - classes realized according to Monday's schedule
SUMMER SEMESTER: 02/03/2020 - 30/09/2020

Classes: 02/03/2020 – 23/06/2020
Easter Break: 09/04/2020 – 14/04/2020
I EXAMINATION PERIOD: 24/06/2020 – 05/07/2020
Summer break: 06/07/2020 – 06/09/2020
II EXAMINATION PERIOD: 07/09/2020 – 16/09/2020
Additional free days: 12/06/2020
Comments:
08/04/2020 - classes realized according to the Friday's schedule
22/06/2020 - classes realized according to the Thursday's schedule
23/06/2020 - classes realized according to the Friday's schedule
17/09/2020 - 30/09/2020 - no classes
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Important dates during academic year
26th October - Change from summer to winter time
(1 hour back)
1st November - day off - All Saints' Day
2nd November - All Souls Day
11th November - day off - Independence Day
30th November - Saint Andrew's Day
6th December - Saint Nicholas' Day
24th December - Christmas Day
25th December - day off - Christmas Day (1rst)
26th December - day off - Christmas Day (2nd)
31st December - New Year's Eve
1st January - day off - New Year's Day
6th January - day off - Epiphany
21st January - Grandma's Day
22nd January - Grandpa's Day

8th March - Women's Day
10th March - Men's Day
29th March - Time change from winter
to summer (1 hour ahead)
1st April - April Fools' Day
12st April - day off - Easter (1st day)
13th April - day off - Easter (2nd day,
called "Wet Monday")
1st May - day off - Labour Day
2nd May - Polish Flag Day
3rd May - day off - Consititution Day
26th May - Mother's Day
31st May - day off - Pantecost
1st June - Children's Day
11th June- day off - Corpus Cristi
23rd June - Father's Day

14th February - Valentine's Day
20th February - Fat Thursday (dounts' day)
28th February - Shrove Tuesday (last day of carnival)
Please note, that on 'days off' all the shops and supermarkets are closed, so better provide
yourself food for these days a bit earlier.
Due to restrictions on Sunday shopping from 2019 shops are open only on last Sunday in month
with some exceptions (15.12, 22.12 and 29.12) and in 2020 shops are open on Sunday only on
this dates: 26.01, 05.04, 26.04, 28.06, 30.08, 13.12 and 20.12.
All the other important dates are mentioned in chapter 'Calendar for academic year'.
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General rules
As all other countries, Poland has several laws which you must respect. We want to get you
familiar with them in order to avoid misunderstandings and fines.
1. DO NOT drink alcohol in public places - you are not allowed to sit in a park and drink or go
along the street with a beer, but it is fine to drink alcohol in bars or pubs sitting outside at their
seats.
2. DO NOT cross the street on red light - yes, we are aware that in some countries
the pedestrians can cross the street wherever and whenever they want, but here you need to
wait for the green light - otherwise, you may get a fine.
3. DO NOT smoke at the stops, bars and discos - some places are banned from smoking: for
example in clubs and pubs it is forbidden to smoke, but in most of them there are specific
areas, where you can do it. Bus and tram stops are places where you’ll have to restrain yourself.
Keep in mind that you are also not allowed to smoke inside the dorms.
4. DO NOT destroy your rooms in the dorms - remember that all of the destructions will be
summed up and unfortunately your room deposit may not be fully returned.
5. DO NOT swear in public - we realise that once you learn some bad Polish words, you feel
like a real Polish, but it isn't seen well to listen to nasty words all the time. Try to watch your
mouth.
6. DO NOT behave noisy after 11p.m. - Polish people go to bed early usually because they
wake up early to start their work or classes. Respect the night hours and try to be quiet
especially from 11p.m. until 6a.m.
7. ALWAYS have a valid ticket while using public transport - it is quite common that ticket
inspectors appear to check if you have a valid ticket with you. Remember that a fine for not
having it is 108 PLN.
8. ALWAYS take your ID with you - you never know when you can need it. If you are scared of
losing it, better take the Student card - it is useful for most of the discounts and you can check
your personal data if you need to.
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Practical info
SAO & IO
Student's Assistance Office (SAO) - located on the first floor of IFE faculty, next to the stairs.
Basically, students helping students. First place you go to after your arrival to Lodz ( and last
one that you visit when you are about to leave. If you have any questions concerning your
Learning Agreement, go there and ask.
Email to SAO: sao@info.p.lodz.pl
International Office (IO) - also located on the first floor of IFE faculty, next to the stairs, but at
the opposite side. They are responsible for acceptting people for Erasmus Programme and may
help you in difficult cases.

Mentors
Mentor is a person that is going to help you during your stay in Lodz. He/she will help you to
find the way through the university. If you wish, they will also organize a pick up for you upon
your arrival in Lodz. If you have any questions concerning your stay, university, dorms, events,
life in Lodz, polish culture or anything – just ask.
The recrutation for Mentors will be open in July so they should contact you in the middle of
August/ beginning of September (check your email boxes). If not – text Mentors' Coordinator
by e-mail: mentor.eye@esn.pl

Organizational meeting
On 27th September, 12:30 at Zeromskiego 116 Street, Building A27, Soltan's
Auditory (1st floor), there is an organizational meeting during which all the important
information concerning the studies will be passed on to you. Attendance is obligatory! During
this meeting you will be also provided with the detailed information on how to establish your
timetable, as you will have to prepare it on your own.
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Practical info
Assessment system and examination
In addition to the ECTS system, there is also a grading system on a scale from 2 to 5. The lowest
failing grade is 2, other grades contribute to successful completion of the course with 5 being
the highest grade. Grades 3.5 and 4.5 are also admissible. A student receives grades for
examinations, laboratories, projects, certain subjects (except the physical education, trainings,
internships).
There are two types of examinations: oral and written ones. The written exam may take the form
of a test or a descriptive form. Cheating or speaking is not allowed in the course of a written
exam.

Internet platforms of TUL
virTUL (click) - the central Internet platform which gives access to all electronic services of
Lodz University of Technology. The access to these services is gained through so called central
logging – the login password is the same for electronic services available in TUL, among others:
WIKAMP Platform, email system and WebDziekanat. For all of the above services the login
number is the student’s registration number provided on the student ID. In order to receive the
access login to the aforementioned services, students should apply with a valid ID card in a
building of the TUL Library at ul. Wólczanska 223 (building B22) office no. 203, 2nd floor.
Webdziekanat - The WebDziekanat provides access to all necessary information related to the
student’s course of study, among others, class schedules, tuition fees, grades, deadlines and
application forms.
WIKAMP - The platform supporting e-learning at Lodz University of Technology. For some
subjects it is obligatory to join the e-learnig platform provided by teacher on first classes.
Zimbra - the Electronic Mail System at TUL, enables sending e-mails between employees and
students of TUL. Each student of Lodz University of Technology has an automatically created
email account. The use of the TUL account is obligatory. The correspondence with the university
is carried out from the TUL account.
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Learning Agreement (LA)
Students may have to modify the agreed programme of study upon arrival to the host institution
for a variety of reasons. Agreement for the changes by both parts must be obtained in order to
guarantee full academic recognition of all course units taken abroad. These changes will be
indicated on a separate form. Changes to Learning Agreement will be generated from
mobility.p.lodz.pl/in after your arrival at TUL. Deadline for submitting the printed Changes to LA
to the International Office is till the end of the 2nd week of the semester.

Student card & other documents
Each student enrolled in TUL is issued a picture identification card. The card verifies that the
holder is eligible to use TUL’s library and also entitles a student to use several discounts on
train, bus and tram fares (if the student is less than 26), as well as museum, theatre and cinema
tickets.
The card's validity must be prolonged each semester. Stamps are valid until 31st of March or
31st of October. Before these dates you have to collect another stamp from the IFE office. The
student cards must be returned to the IFE office before the students’ departure by the end of the
semester. All TUL's students, including exchange students, are charged an administrative fee
of 22 PLN for issuing the card. It is neccessary for you to pay for student card at the post office.
You will get the red form filled in with your personal data. Wait for the info from SAO - they will
let you know when the student cards are available to collect.
In order to get the card you have to provide us in advance with:
- signed ID photo (proper quality – should be passport-sized, cannot be a printout)
- EU medical card/health insurance valid for your stay in Poland
- civil liability insurance in the form of a printed document in English or in French
Having these documents is absolutely indispensable if you wish to study at TUL.
We also recommend to have your personal accident insurance valid in Europe.
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Student's discounts
• Student card – official card for all thestudents in Poland. Each student gets Student card,
which allows him/her to get discounts in public transport (trams, buses, metro, trains),
cinemas, theatres, museums etc. The discount is valid only for students until 26 years old
(except in Lodz public transport where the discount is for ALL students). It is adviced to always
have the student card with you, in order to avoid misunderstandings and be able to use
students' discounts in all possible places. Better ask about them before you pay any entrance or
buy any tickets. You will get your Student card within 3 weeks since the beginning of academic
year. Until that time we cannot do anything and you have to buy normal tickets for public
transport. Otherwise, you can get a fine, because Student card is the only proof that you are a
student in Poland.
• ISIC card – different sources say different things... Some of them say you have a discount with
ISIC card, some say that you don’t...
• Euro 26 – not official for the discounts in Poland, so you can’t get discounts for public
transport, but works for discounts mentioned at Euro 26 website.
• ESNcard – the same situation: not official, but anyway we recommend buying this in our EYE
room at the university, as it provides you with the discounts in bars/pubs/restaurants.
• Remember – students' discounts are available only for people until 26 y.o. So even if you
are the owner of the Student card mentioned above, but you are older, you do not get the
discounts.
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ESNcard discounts
ESNcard is the membership card of the Erasmus Student Network. It is a proof of membership
in an ESN section and so indirectly of the ESN Network.
To learn more visit our website (click!) http://esncard.org/.
ESNcard is also used as a discount card in many cities and countries around Europe. Please visit
the partner page of the website of your ESN local section or your ESN country to find more
information.
The ESNcard is valid for 12 months and is only valid with a photo and correct personal data.
The card is strictly personal and cannot be used by somebody else than the card holder. The
ESNcard provides access to all services and discounts offered by ESN and our partners to
international students.
You can get the ESNcard, if you belong to one of the following groups :
- You have been an international student (e.g Erasmus or any other exchange programme)
- You are currently an international student
- You are a member of an ESN section.
How to get it
To obtain your ESNcard visit website card.esn.pl. ESNcard costs 40 PLN.
If you have any problems ordering your ESNcard, check out ESNcard Guidebook (click!).
Ryanair discount
Please go to: esn.org/ryanair-faq
or: https://www.ryanair.com/gb/en/plan-trip/explore/erasmus to find more.
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Culture & Leisure

Urban Dance Zone

15% discount for
admission card for
dance classes

Finestra Pizzeria&Pub

-10% for all (except jags
Stefanowskiego 17
of beers)

Zachodnia 85

Food & Drink

Qbek Cafe

-10% discount for all

Gdanska 141

Cotton Pizza

-50% for billiards
from Monday to
Friday until 20:00
and -1 PLN for beer
on Sunday

Politechniki 9A

Klub Czekolada

Free entrance and
voucher for a free
shot

Piotrkowska 55
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Other
Masscopy

-20% discount for all

Base Camp

no booking fee with
code from
esncard.org

Ryanair

15% discount and
free 20 kg luggage in
8 flights with
registered ESNcard

Flixbus

20% discount with
code from
esncard.org
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Zwirki 17

Rewolucji 1905 roku 45

Canteen
There are several canteens on campus. The main one is situated in Aleja Politechniki 3a,
a few-minute walk from the IFE building and all the dormitories. It is called Serenissima. The
canteen serves lunches from Monday to Friday between 12.00 and 18.00 and on Saturdays
and Sundays between 12:00 and 16:00. The price of a two-course dish is approximately 12
PLN.
Everyday menu can be checked on their website (click!), but just in polish, so if you need
translation, ask your Mentor for help or google-translate it.

IFE Newcomers Integration Weekend
This event is prepared especially for Erasmus people and people from ESN-EYE section to integrate
before the start of academic year. There will be a lot of fun, games and parties during the weekend
and surely it is worth going!
This semester it's Juraisic Integration Weekend and it takes place from 27th to 30th September.
All of the details will be announced soon. In order to get the info as soon as possible, follow our FB
fanpage (click!).
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Insurances
The civil liability insurance is usually the insurance offered by the school to its students
without any costs. To get it, get in touch with your International Welcome Desk or International
Relation Office and seek for update. It is possible to buy the civil liability at our university (Lodz
University of Technology) after your arrival. It costs around 70 PLN (around 18 euros). There
will be instruction how to buy it presented on organisational meeting
The health insurance needs to come from your country. If you do not have the civil liability
insurance, you can buy it at our university but it it not applicable to health insurance.
To get European Union Insurance Card (in blue and white colours), you have to subscribe for
a health cover from an insurance company or health centre.

The closest medical help located next to the dorms:
English speaking doctor: Adamed, Politechniki 5 (click!), 93-590 Lodz
pharmacy: Apteka Dbam o Zdrowie (DOZ), Piotrkowska 255, 90-447 Lodz
24 hour pharmacy: Apteka Dbam o Zdrowie (DOZ), Jana Pawła II 30, 93-570
Lodz
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Sport at the university and in the city
Erasmus Games - ESN-EYE group responsible for organising some sports events. Ice skating,
roller skating, climbing or pool dance - everyone can find somethingfor himself just stay tuned
and check our events on fanpage of ESN-EYE.
The Sports Centre of Lodz University of Technology offers students, who enjoy doing sports as
a leisure pursuit, 200-meter running track, football pitch and basketball court with artificial turf
and beach ball sand court .
TUL Sports and Education Centre “Sports Bay” (Zatoka Sportu) is an organisational unit of
Lodz University of Technology. It is a multi-activity sports complex with 2 swimming pools,
including a unique 50m. indoor swimming pool. TUL students have 40 percent discount for an
entrance ticket. Apart from the pool area, Sports Bay has its own climbing walls – the
highest one is 17-meters high, fitness club and a restaurant. In the academic year 2018/2019
there will be a multi-purpose sports hall open with basketball, volleyball and badminton courts.
If you have any questions concerning sports at the university, please contact Mr Tomasz
Piasecki (he is the one that gives a talk about sprts at Organizational Meeting).
Mail: tomasz.piasecki@p.lodz.pl.
There are also gyms in some dormitories, but there is just a basic equipment there. If you are
interested in going to gym, ask your Mentor for help. Month fee for students shouldn’t be
higher than 130 PLN. The most popular gyms around campuses are FitFabric and Kuznia.

Erasmus Bikes
ESN - EYE offers the free bike rent at our University.
The minimum period of time for which a bicycle may be rented is a week, while the maximum
rental time is the entire year.
Renting a bicycle is free apart from deposit of 400 PLN which is given back on the day of
returning the bike and a person interested will have to participate in the cost of maintenance of
the bicycle, which includes periodical service
For more information contact us: erasmusgames.eye@esn.pl
or visit: https://eye.esn.pl/en/erasmus-bikes
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SIM cards
Even though you can now use your SIM card with mobile data in the entire Europe, you still may
want to consider buying a Polish SIM card. You need to register it, according to the new law,
but you can do it at the operator's shop - all you need for the registration is your national
ID/passport and the SIM card.
The prices of the Internet are rather similar at all mobile phone operators. Erasmus students
usually choose Play, Viking Mobile or Virgin Mobile.
PLAY
e.g. 6 GB for 30 days for 20 PLN
Mobile Vikings
e.g. 3 GB for 30 days for 19 PLN or 15 GB for 30 days for 29 PLN.
Virgin Mobile
e.g. 10 GB for 30 days for 29 PLN

Bank
Our polish banks Santander, mBank and Millenium offer free accounts with no conditions. You
don’t have to have any money on it or make any transfers. The transfer from other country
always costs something. You will be able to open your Santander account at IFE during an event
taking place around the start of the semester
Ask your Mentor for help, if you would like to have an account there. He/she will help you in
comparing the offers of the banks and find one that is most suitable for you.
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Useful words and phrases
To make it easier for you to survive in Poland, we have prepared the most common expressions
that you may find useful. The Polish language can be tricky for foreigners. However, if you learn
some basic words you’ll be able to get around the city without problems.
Do you speak...

Czy mówisz...

train

pociąg

...English?

...po angielsku?

bus

autobus

...French?

...po francusku?

airport

lotnisko

...German?

...po niemiecku?

train station

dworzec

...Spanish?

...po hiszpańsku?

bus station

dworzec autobusowy

How are you?

Jak się masz?

1

jeden

I am lost.

Zgubiłem się.

2

dwa

Where is the bathroom?

Gdzie jest toaleta?

3

trzy

food

jedzenie

4

cztery

water

woda

5

pięć

here

tutaj

6

sześć

over there

tam

7

siedem

Attention!

Uwaga!

8

osiem

ticket

bilet

9

dziewięć

10

dziesięć

One ticket to... please. Jeden bilet do...

yes

tak

please

proszę

no

nie

Goodbye

Do widzenia

Excuse me

Przepraszam

What is this?

Co to jest?

Hello

Cześć

Where is...?

Gdzie jest...?

Good morning

Dzień dobry

I don't speak Polish.

Nie mówię po polsku.

Thank you

Dziękuję

I don't know.

Nie wiem.

You're welcome

Nie ma za co

I don't understand. Nie rozumiem.
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Useful links
Click the names in bold to enter the websites below.
IFE website

useful information about your faculty or studies

Campus plan

location of every building at Campus A and B
of the Lodz University of Technology

Lodz Travel

useful information about the city

In your pocket

online city guide

ESN-EYE’s information
for foreign students

click ‘for foreign students’ to look for more
information

ESNcard discounts

discounts all around Poland only for ESNcard
holders

ESN-EYE section

‘like’ the web page to keep up to date with ESN-EYE
events and trips

TripAdvisor

useful to check some attractions in Lodz
app available here

Foursquare Lodz

opinions of other people visiting interesting places
in Lodz
app available here

Jakdojade

finding your way using public transport in
Lodz
app available here
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Lodz public transport
official website

timetables of trams and buses in Lodz

UBER

app for unlicensed, cheap 'taxi', where you pay virtually

Tesco online shopping

shopping online and tesco delivery

Pyszne.pl

order your meal online and have it delivered
straight to your door
app available here

Pizzaportal.pl

comparison of pizzerias in the city, their menus and
online orders with deliveries
app available here

Fall in love with Lodz

events and attractions in Lodz in English

Łódzkie murale

app showing murals all around the city
with their exact location

Erasmus Confession
from Poland

click 'Poland' to see confessions of people that have
already left Poland after their Erasmus – some of
their memories are really crazy!

Flixbus

cheap bus travels all around Poland and abroad,
tickets can be bought online

PKP

Polish train tickets online

BlaBla Car

shared car travels – website connects people who
need to travel wih drivers who have empty seats

ModlinBus

easiest way to get to Lodz from Warsaw Modlin
Airport and Warsaw Chopin Airport

nextbike

app for public bikes in Poland
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TAXI numbers
There are several taxi companies in Lodz. Find the one most suitable for you. There is no big
difference in prices, but keep in mind that night journeys will be a bit more expensive.
The 'start' fee should be between 5 and 8 PLN. You can also use UBER (click!).
Name of the
company

Logo

Phone number

Details

Cash/credit
card

Rydwany
miasta

+48 512 50 40 30

-

Cash
(card for request)

Tele taxi
400 400

+48 800 400 400
+48 42 6 400 400
+48 42 196 26

try app (click!)

Cash, Visa,
MasterCard, AMEX

Taxi Merc

+48 42 650 50 50
+48 800 650 50 50

Only
Mercedes Benz

Cash and all of
the credit cards

Taxi
Dwa Dwa

+48 800 300 200
+48 42 6 300 200
+48 42 196 22

-

Only cash

Green Cab

+48 42 233 63 33
+48 42 233 62 62
+48 664 608 608
+48 519 000 400

-

Cash, Visa,
MasterCard,
AmericanExpress

Nova Taxi

+48 800 11 11 11
+48 42 611 11 11

-

Cash, Visa,
MasterCard,
Maestro

Taxi Plus

+48 42 6 500 500
+48 800 500 500

-

Cash, Visa,
MasterCard,
AmericanExpress
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20 things to do in Lodz
If you would really like to discover the beauty of Poland and magnificence of Lodz, we have prepared a list of
20 things to do for you, not to get bored and experience something new, something extraordinary and
something unforgettable :)
1. Check the beauty of mirrors at Passage of Rose, Piotrkowska 3 and see why people say it is
the prettiest yard at Piotrkowska Street.
2. Relax in botanic garden breathing slowly and chilling among the beauty of nature.
3. Check if the simulation of sea wave at Aquapark Fala is at a tiny bit similar to the real one.
4. See the butterfly room at Lodz ZOO and wait until one the butterflies sits on your arm.
5. Go ice-skating!
6. Visit Old Cemetery at Ogrodowa Street an try to find some graves from XIX century.
7. Order pierogi in Pozytyvka, at Piotrkowska 72 and check the difference between baked in the oven
and boiled ones.
8. Gather a group of friends and visit one of many escape rooms and try to solve the riddle as fast
as possible.
9. Get a rickshaw and go along Piotrkowska Street, watching the passers-by.
10. Buy some fresh fruit, that are not popular at your country, at Gorniak market.
11. Buy a polish flag at Tytka shop, Piotrkowska 115/119, and ask your friends to sign it
as the best souvenir.
12. Eat zurek, the soup in the bread, in Manekin, at 6 Sierpnia 1 and see what is the difference
between eating it from the bread and from the plate.
13. Speed up as fast as possible at toboggan run at Rudzka Gora.
14. Rent a bike and get lost for a few hours, admiring the beauty of 'old' and 'modern' architecture
of the city.
15. Prepare sandwiches and snacks and organize a barbecue with your friends at Stawy Jana.
16. Buy an old school t-shirt at Pan Tu Nie Stal shop at OFF Piotrkowska.
17. Rent a pedal boat at Arturowek and spend the afternoon at the pond.
18. Drink a coffee at the balcony of Cafe Wolnosc and admire the beauty of Piotrkowska Street.
19. Attend a Food Festival at Piotrkowska 217 and try at least 3 different burgers.
20. Take part in all Juwenalia concert days and try to get to know as many new people as possible.
21. Attend ESN-EYE events to discover many more interesting places! :)
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Thank you
for your attention
We hope you have found some answers for your questions :)
If you have any other doubts, please ask your Mentor
or any of ESN-EYE members for help.
We hope you will enjoy time spent at the Lodz University of Technology!

